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As Philip Taylor has written, 'The challenge (of the modern information age) is to ensure that no single propaganda source gains
monopoly over the information and images that shape our thoughts. If this happens, the war propagandists will be back in
business again.' Propaganda came of age in the Twentieth Century. The development of mass- and multi-media offered a fertile
ground for propaganda while global conflict provided the impetus needed for its growth. Propaganda has however become a
portmanteau word, which can be interpreted in a number of different ways. What are the characteristic features of propaganda,
and how can it be defined? The distinguished contributors to this book trace the development of techniques of 'opinion
management' from the First World War to the current conflict in Afghanistan. They reveal how state leaders and spin-doctors
operating at the behest of the state, sought to shape popular attitudes - at home and overseas - endeavouring to harness new
media with the objective of winning hearts and minds. The book provides compelling evidence of how the study and practice of
propaganda today is shaped by its history.
An incisive analysis of the use of the press for propaganda purposes during conflicts, using the first Gulf War and the intervention
in Kosovo as case studies. As the contemporary analysis of propaganda during conflict has tended to focus considerably upon
visual and instant media coverage, this book redresses the imbalance and contributes to the growing discourse on the role of the
press in modern warfare. Through an innovative comparative analysis of press treatment of the two conflicts it reveals the
existence of five consistent propaganda themes: portrayal of the leader figure, portrayal of the enemy, military threat, threat to
international stability and technological warfare. As these themes construct a fluid model for the analysis and understanding of
propaganda content in the press during conflicts involving British forces, they also provide the background against which the
author can discuss general issues regarding propaganda. Amongst the issues which have become increasingly relevant to both
recent academic debate and popular culture, the author tackles the role of the journalist in war coverage, the place of the press in
a news market dominated by 'instant' visual media and the effectiveness of propaganda in specific cultural and political context.
This book will appeal to advanced students and researchers in war studies, media studies/propaganda and psychology.
This book represents the first international investigation of military recruitment advertising, public relations and propaganda.
Comprised of eleven case studies that explore mobilisation work in Africa, the Americas, Asia and Europe, it covers more than a
hundred years of recent history, with chapters on the First and Second World Wars, the Cold War, and the present day. The book
explores such promotion in countries both large and small, and in times of both war and peace, with readers gaining an insight into
the different strategies and tactics used to motivate men, women and occasionally even children to serve and fight in many parts
of the world. Readers will also learn about the crucial but little-known role of commercial advertising, public relations and media
professionals in the production and distribution of recruitment promotion. This book, the first of its kind to be published, will explore
that role, and in the process address two questions that are central to studies of media and conflict: how do militaries encourage
civilians to join up, and are they successful in doing so? It is a multi-disciplinary project intended for a diverse academic audience,
including postgraduate students exploring aspects of war, propaganda and public opinion, and researchers working across the
domains of history, communications studies, conflict studies, psychology, and philosophy.
This book explores how states, scholars and other actors have justified war from early modernity to the present. Looking at
narratives of the justification of war in theory and practice, this book offers a comprehensive investigation of the emergence of the
modern international order and its normative foundation.
The first work to provide a comparative look at how newspapers in England, France, Russia, Germany, and Austro-Hungary
explained the war, this study includes and analyzes translations of contemporary newspaper articles.
In this incisive examination of lead poisoning during the past half century, Gerald Markowitz and David Rosner focus on one of the
most contentious and bitter battles in the history of public health. Lead Wars details how the nature of the epidemic has changed
and highlights the dilemmas public health agencies face today in terms of prevention strategies and chronic illness linked to low
levels of toxic exposure. The authors use the opinion by Maryland’s Court of Appeals—which considered whether researchers at
Johns Hopkins University’s prestigious Kennedy Krieger Institute (KKI) engaged in unethical research on 108 African-American
children—as a springboard to ask fundamental questions about the practice and future of public health. Lead Wars chronicles the
obstacles faced by public health workers in the conservative, pro-business, anti-regulatory climate that took off in the Reagan
years and that stymied efforts to eliminate lead from the environments and the bodies of American children.
From the early 1990s, allegations that servicemen had been duped into taking part in trials with toxic agents at top-secret Allied
research facilities throughout the twentieth century featured with ever greater frequency in the media. In Britain, a whole army of
over 21,000 soldiers had participated in secret experiments between 1939 and 1989. Some remembered their stay as harmless,
but there were many for whom the experience had been all but pleasant, sometimes harmful, and in isolated cases deadly. Secret
Science traces, for the first time, the history of chemical and biological weapons research by the former Allied powers, particularly
in Britain, the United States, and Canada. It charts the ethical trajectory and culture of military science, from its initial development
in response to Germany's first use of chemical weapons in the First World War to the ongoing attempts by the international
community to ban these types of weapons once and for all. It asks whether Allied and especially British warfare trials were ethical,
safe, and justified within the prevailing conditions and values of the time. By doing so, it helps to explain the complex dynamics in
top-secret Allied research establishments: the desire and ability of the chemical and biological warfare corps, largely comprised of
military officials, scientists, and expert civil servants, to construct and identify a never-ending stream of national security threats
which served as flexible justification strategies for the allocation of enormous resources to conducting experimental research with
some of the most deadly agents known to man. Secret Science offers a nuanced, non-judgemental analysis of the contributions
made by servicemen, scientists, and civil servants to military research in Britain and elsewhere, not as passive, helpless victims
'without voices', or as laboratory and desk perpetrators 'without a conscience', but as history's actors and agents of their own
destiny. As such it also makes an important contribution to the burgeoning literature on the history and culture of memory.
"A fascinating story....Essential to an understanding of America's use of propaganda". -- Warren F. Kimball, author of The Juggler:
Franklin Roosevelt as Wartime Statesman. "Lively and revealing. There is much that is new and important in this book. All
students of the war, as well as of intelligence, will benefit from it". -- Robin W. Winks, author of Cloak and Gown. "A 'must'
acquisition for anyone with any interest in espionage, intelligence, and propaganda". -- Dennis Showalter, author of Tannenburg:
Clash of Empires.
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Despite the voluminous historical literature on the First World War, a volume devoted to the theme of communication has
yet to appear. From the communication of war aims and objectives to the communication of war call-up and war
experience and knowledge, this volume fills the gap in the market, including the work of both established and newly
emerging scholars working on the First World War across the globe. The volume includes chapters that focus on the
experience of belligerent and also neutral powers, thus providing a genuinely representative dimension to the subject.
Originally published in hardcover by Oxford University Press, 2009.
Firearms have been studied by imperial historians mainly as means of human destruction and material production. Yet,
as suggested by constructivist approaches to the history of technology, firearms have always been invested with a whole
array of additional social meanings. By placing these latter at the centre of analysis, the essays presented in A Cultural
History of Firearms in the Age of Empire extend the study of guns beyond the confines of military history and the
examination of their impact on specific colonial encounters. By bringing cultural perspectives to bear on the subject, the
contributors explore the densely interwoven relationships between firearms and broad processes of social change.
The conflict that ended in 1945 is often described as a 'total war', unprecedented in both scale and character. Volume 3
of The Cambridge History of the Second World War adopts a transnational approach to offer a comprehensive and global
analysis of the war as an economic, social and cultural event. Across twenty-eight chapters and four key parts, the
volume addresses complex themes such as the political economy of industrial war, the social practices of war, the moral
economy of war and peace and the repercussions of catastrophic destruction. A team of nearly thirty leading historians
together show how entire nations mobilized their economies and populations in the face of unimaginable violence, and
how they dealt with the subsequent losses that followed. The volume concludes by considering the lasting impact of the
conflict and the memory of war across different cultures of commemoration.
Propaganda is a double-edged sword. It can help a cause or destroy a person's career, depending on the intentions of
the user. The pens of Voltaire and Rousseau inflamed opposition to Bourbon rule in France, just as Thomas Paine's
Common Sense roused and influenced opinion in the American Revolution. Rosie the Riveter, the star of a US
government campaign aimed at recruiting female workers for the munitions industry, became one of the most recognized
images of working women during World War II. And with the development of modern media, global warfare, and the rise
of extremist political parties, propaganda is more widespread now than ever. From safe sex to dictatorships, from the
iconic to the everyday, Propaganda: Power and Persuasion, which accompanies a major new exhibition at the British
Library, explores how different states have used propaganda during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Different
techniques are highlighted--such as the "appeal to authority" and "common man" approaches--as are the various forms in
which propaganda appear, including posters, books, films, stamps, leaflets, matchboxes, cartoons, music, and
newspapers. The book concludes with a look at how the explosion in social media is influencing the way the state
attempts to persuade and control its citizens. Exploring a surprising range of propaganda from around the world, readers
will be challenged to look critically at the messages, methods, and media of propaganda through time and across
cultures.
"Political Warfare provides a well-researched and wide-ranging overview of the nature of the People's Republic of China
(PRC) threat and the political warfare strategies, doctrines, and operational practices used by the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP). The author offers detailed and illuminating case studies of PRC political warfare operations designed to
undermine Thailand, a U.S. treaty ally, and Taiwan, a close friend"-The riveting, untold story of George Creel and the Committee on Public Information -- the first and only propaganda
initiative sanctioned by the U.S. government. When the people of the United States were reluctant to enter World War I,
maverick journalist George Creel created a committee at President Woodrow Wilson's request to sway the tide of public
opinion. The Committee on Public Information monopolized every medium and avenue of communication with the goal of
creating a nation of enthusiastic warriors for democracy. Forging a path that would later be studied and retread by such
characters as Adolf Hitler, the Committee revolutionized the techniques of governmental persuasion, changing the course
of history. Selling the War is the story of George Creel and the epoch-making agency he built and led. It will tell how he
came to build the and how he ran it, using the emerging industries of mass advertising and public relations to convince
isolationist Americans to go to war. It was a force whose effects were felt throughout the twentieth century and continue
to be felt, perhaps even more strongly, today. In this compelling and original account, Alan Axelrod offers a fascinating
portrait of America on the cusp of becoming a world power and how its first and most extensive propaganda machine
attained unprecedented results.
This book has as its subject matter the academic education of officers and builds on the signing of the Bologna
Declaration in 1999 by twenty-nine European ministers for Education and Science, who thereby agreed to coordinate
higher education across Europe, by, for instance, the implementation of the Bachelor's and Master's system. In the
meantime, military academies have also introduced the BaMa system into their programs for officers’ education, which
marks a transition from the old days, when officers’ education took place within a national military system, under military
command, and was firmly grounded in principles, traditions and needs, as professed by the Ministries of Defence and the
armed forces in particular. So the Bologna Declaration can be seen as crucial leverage for the development of in-house
academic degree programs as a fundamental part of officers’ education. With this volume, the editors of NL ARMS 2019
strive to offer a platform to both academics and military and civilian practitioners, as well as to combinations of these, to
reflect and share their thoughts on officers’ education `before and after' Bologna, both in The Netherlands and abroad.
To this end, controversies and challenges, affecting various aspects and systems of officers’ education, have been
grouped into five themes. Respectively, the first four themes comprise institutional settings and change; educational
philosophy; educational challenges and reflective practices; and didactical solutions. The fifth theme, international
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perspectives, provides insights into the strategic environments and challenges faced by sister-academies, as well as
ways to further officers' education across Europe, such as offered by Erasmus programs. All the editors of this year's
volume are affiliated with the Faculty of Military Sciences of the Netherlands Defence Academy in Breda, The
Netherlands.
A new assessment of the debates about Just War in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, from the imperial wars of the
nineteenth century through the age of total war, the evolution of human rights discourse and international law, to proportionality
during the Cold War and the redefinition of authority with the ascendancy of terror groups.
The SAGE Handbook of Propaganda tells a radical new story about propaganda, fake news and information warfare and their
toxic impact on the communications revolution of the past twenty years. It explains how propaganda invades the human psyche, in
what ways it does so, and in what contexts. As a beguiling tool of political persuasion in times of war, peace, and uncertainty,
propaganda incites people to take, often violent, action, consciously or unconsciously. This pervasive influence is particularly
prevalent in world politics and international relations today. In this interdisciplinary Handbook, the editors have gathered together a
group of world-class scholars from Europe, America, Asia, and the Middle East, to discuss leadership propaganda, war
propaganda, propaganda for peace marketing, propaganda as a psychological tool, terror-enhanced propaganda, and the
contemporary topics of internet-mediated propaganda. This is the first book of its kind, shedding a harsh new light on many current
forms and processes ranging from Islamist and Far Right, troll farms and fake news institutes, to the more salient everyday
manipulative practices of corporations and brands as well as political parties. In its four parts, the Handbook offers researchers
and academics of propaganda studies, peace and conflict studies, media and communication studies, political science and
governance marketing, as well as intelligence and law enforcement communities, a comprehensive overview of the tools and
context of the development and evolution of propaganda from the twentieth century to the present: Part One: Concepts, Precepts
and Techniques in Propaganda Research Part Two: Methodological Approaches in Propaganda Research Part Three: Tools and
Techniques in Counter-Propaganda Research Part Four: Propaganda in Context
How can we begin to make sense of the Great War now that over 100 years have passed since it ended with the defeat of
Germany, Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman empire and Bulgaria, and the collapse of Tsarist Russia? The conflict had such a
profound influence on world history that is it difficult to reconcile the different perspectives and draw clear conclusions. That is why
this thought-provoking collection of original essays on the outcome of the war and its aftermath is of such value.It completes the
trilogy of ground-breaking volumes conceived and edited by Peter Liddle which presents the latest scholarly thinking about the
Great War from an international perspective. The first two volumes Britain Goes to War and Britain and the Widening War made
this stimulating new writing accessible to a broad readership and this final volume has the same aim.A group of over twenty expert
contributors reconsider the military reasons for the outcome of the fighting and look at the consequences for the principal nations
involved. They explore the way the war and the peace settlement shaped the twentieth century and had an enduring impact within
Europe and beyond.
Zachary Twamley, the host of the popular, When Diplomacy Fails podcast explores the role “Honour” played in Britain’s entry into
World War I. The decision to enter the war in conjunction with France and Russia in 1914 was no a foregone conclusion. There
were pro’s and con’s within the government to enter the war – and the German invasion of Belgium was not the final push to get
Britain to declare war on Germany. Zach examines “Honor”, as was passed down from Victorian to Edwardian England as its role
in the government’s final decision. Based on his award winning paper and his podcast, Zack explores the one of the factors that
led to Britain’s road to war.
To understand Serbian nationalism requires profound attention to history and careful analysis. Cohen accomplishes both through
years of studying primary sources never before translated, focusing on World War II and uncovering the foundations of ethnic
cleansing. He argues that the Serbs collaborated with the Nazis in contrast to later Serbian rhetoric that claimed the Serbs were
victims, "the thirteenth tribe of Israel." This official duplicity veiled the true objectives of the government to create an ethnically pure
homeland. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The United States has been at war for 227 years of its 244-year history. It is currently at war in seven countries and its special
forces operate in 149 countries. While a full history of U.S. wars could fill bookshelves, author and journalist Robert Fantina has
distilled this century-spanning succession of warfare into a single volume. His third book published with Red Pill Press,
Propaganda, Lies and False Flags: How the U.S. Justifies Its Wars details all the major wars of American history, plus many of the
minor and mostly forgotten ones. From the wars against the Native Americans and the War of 1812, through the period when the
U.S. became a super power, to the global killing fields of the past 70 years, Fantina shows how little the playbook has changed
over the generations. Propaganda, lies, and false flags: these have been the means to bring the country to war, and they will
remain so until we wake up to the deception. "Meticulously detailed and thoroughly articulated, Bob Fantina's latest book is an
incredibly valuable resource for citizens across the world. Fantina's core thesis, that propaganda and false flags are not outliers,
but vital and significant aspects of US war making is imparted in such a manner readers will return to this book continually as a
resource for not just understanding history, but for understanding current and future US wars." -Matthew Hoh, Senior Fellow,
Center for International Policy "Keep this book on your shelf to quickly lay your hands on the false reasons for each past war, and
many of the real reasons too. The latter are always shameful, which is why the former are invented. Not only is this a resource for
countering new war lies by comparison with old ones, but with a limited number of nations on earth and the Pentagon's penchant
for attacking the same ones repeatedly, you may just find the very lies now on the news already debunked in this book." -David
Swanson, Executive Director of World Beyond War
Propaganda has always played a key role in shaping attitudes during periods of conflict and the academic study of propaganda,
commencing in earnest in 1915, has never really left us. We continue to want to understand propaganda's inner-workings and, in
doing so, to control and confine its influence. We remain anxious about pernicious information warfare campaigns, especially
those that seemingly endanger liberal democracy or freedom of thought. What are the challenges, then, of studying propaganda
studies in the twenty-first century? Much scholarship remains locked into the study of state-led campaigns, however an area of
special concern in recent years has been the loss of official control over the basic instruments of mass communication. This has
been seen in the rise of 'fake news' and the ability of non-state actors to influence political events. This volume presents the latest
research in propaganda studies, featuring contributions from a range of leading scholars and covering the most cutting-edge
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scholarship in the study of propaganda from World War I to the present.
"Drawing on primary materials from the League of Nations to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, this book
makes the case for the revitalization ofa provision of international law which can be fundamental to the prevention of war.
New edition of a classic work on the history of propaganda. Topical new chapters on the 1991 Gulf War, September 11 and terrorism. An
ideal textbook for all international courses covering media and communication studies. Considers the history of propaganda and how it has
become increasingly pervasive due to access to ever-complex and versatile media. Written in an accessible style and format, this book has
proven its appeal to the general reader as the public becomes more and more cynical of the manipulations of the political sphere.
In ¡México, la patria! Monica A. Rankin examines the pervasive domestic and foreign propaganda strategies in Mexico during World War II
and their impact on Mexican culture, charting the evolution of these campaigns through popular culture, advertisements, art, and government
publications throughout the war and beyond. In particular, Rankin shows how World War II allowed the wartime government of Ávila
Camacho to justify an aggressive industrialization program following the Mexican Revolution. Finally, tracing how the American government's
wartime propaganda laid the basis for a long-term effor.
In the early 1990s, false reports of Iraqi soldiers in Kuwait allowing premature infants to die by removing them from their incubators helped to
justify the Persian Gulf War, just as spurious reports of weapons of mass destruction later undergirded support for the Iraq War in 2003. In
The Discourse of Propaganda, John Oddo examines these and other such cases to show how successful wartime propaganda functions as a
discursive process. Oddo argues that propaganda is more than just misleading rhetoric generated by one person or group; it is an elaborate
process that relies on recontextualization, ideally on a massive scale, to keep it alive and effective. In a series of case studies, he analyzes
both textual and visual rhetoric as well as the social and material conditions that allow them to circulate, tracing how instances of propaganda
are constructed, performed, and repeated in diverse contexts, such as speeches, news reports, and popular, everyday discourse. By
revealing the agents, (inter)texts, and cultural practices involved in propaganda campaigns, The Discourse of Propaganda shines muchneeded light on the topic and challenges its readers to consider the complicated processes that allow propaganda to flourish. This book will
appeal not only to scholars of rhetoric and propaganda but also to those interested in unfolding the machinations motivating America’s recent
military interventions.
Weapons of Mass Deception reveals: How the Iraq war was sold to the American public through professional P.R. strategies. "The First
Casualty": Lies that were told related to the Iraq war. Euphemisms and jargon related to the Iraq war, e.g. "shock and awe," "Operation Iraqi
Freedom," "axis of evil," "coalition of the willing," etc. "War as Opportunity": How the war on terrorism and the war on Iraq have been used as
marketing hooks to sell products and policies that have nothing to do with fighting terrorism. "Brand America": The efforts of Charlotte Beers
and other U.S. propaganda campaigns designed to win hearts overseas. "The Mass Media as Propaganda Vehicle": How news coverage
followed Washington's lead and language. The book includes a glossary — "Propaganda: A User's Guide" — and resources to help Americans
sort through the deceptions to see the strings behind Washington's campaign to sell the Iraq war to the public.
Originally published in 1994, this important book traces the rise of film propaganda in the 20th Century, discussing specifically how film can
be used to manipulate public perception and opinions. Two distinct areas are covered: war propaganda, including feature and documentary
films regarding warfare; and civilian propaganda, including films that address a variety of political subjects. Although the focus is American
film and American politics, this book offers insights for all those interested in the affect of film on the minds of citizens of any country or state.
The history of war is also a history of its justification. The contributions to this book argue that the justification of war rarely happens as empty
propaganda. While it is directed at mobilizing support and reducing resistance, it is not purely instrumental. Rather, the justification of force is
part of an incessant struggle over what is to count as justifiable behaviour in a given historical constellation of power, interests, and norms.
This way, the justification of specific wars interacts with international order as a normative frame of reference for dealing with conflict. The
justification of war shapes this order, and is being shaped by it. As the justification of specific wars entails a critique of war in general, the use
of force in international relations has always been accompanied by political and scholarly discourses on its appropriateness. In much of the
pertinent literature the dominating focus is on theoretical or conceptual debates as a mirror of how international normative orders evolve. In
contrast, the focus of the present volume is on theory and political practice as sources for the re- and de-construction of the way in which the
justification of war and international order interact. With contributions from international law, history, and international relations, and from
Western and non-Western perspectives, this book offers a unique collection of papers exploring the continuities and changes in war
discourses as they respond to and shape normative orders from early modern times to the present.
This book provides a full and detailed analysis of the phenomenon of propaganda, its meaning, content and urgent significance, from the
taunting videos of Osama Bin Laden to the scalding polemics of American campaign advertising.
"Reveals how, in the 1920s and 1930s, the Nazi Party used posters, newspapers, rallies, and the new technologies of radio and film to sway
millions with its vision for a new Germany. This volume, based on the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's groundbreaking
exhibition, presents an array of rare posters, photographs, and historical artifacts to document the strategies and messages Nazis used to
achieve their goals"--Dust jacket.

Shows in illuminating detail how the Allied and Axis forces used visual images and other propaganda material to sway public
opinion during World War II. • Gives the reader primary source examples of World War II propaganda, answering the need for the
study of images that is necessary in today's history study • Includes a comprehensive bibliography
Offering comprehensive coverage for those examining Civil War propaganda, this volume provides a broad analysis of efforts by
both Union and Confederate sides to influence public opinion of America's deadliest conflict. • Provides the original sources for
Civil War propaganda for examination, enabling readers to conduct their own analyses of the materials under discussion • Offers a
wide variety of types of materials, from written to visual formats, demonstrating the broad selection of propaganda items generated
in the war • Demonstrates the importance of influence operations in the bloodiest war in American history • Balances the
competing perspectives between Union and Confederate partisans, including abolitionists and slaveholders
Adolf Hitler, writing in Mein Kampf, was scathing in his condemnation of German propaganda in World War I, declaring that
Germany failed to recognise that the mobilization of public opinion was a weapon of the first order. This, despite the fact that
propaganda had been regarded by the German leadership, arguably for the first time, as an intrinsic part of the war effort. In this
book, David Welch fully examines German society - politics, propaganda, public opinion and total war - in the Great War. Drawing
on a wide range of sources - posters, newspapers, journals, film, Parliamentary debates, police and military reports and private
papers - he argues that the moral collapse of Germany was due less to the failure to disseminate propaganda than to the inability
of the military authorities and the Kaiser to reinforce this propaganda, and to acknowledge the importance of public opinion in
forging an effective link between leadership and the people.
This concise volume presents key concepts and entries from the twelve-volume ICA International Encyclopedia of Communication
(2008), condensing leading scholarship into a practical and valuable single volume. Based on the definitive twelve-volume IEC,
this new concise edition presents key concepts and the most relevant headwords of communication science in an A-Z format in an
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up-to-date manner Jointly published with the International Communication Association (ICA), the leading academic association of
the discipline in the world Represents the best and most up-to-date international research in this dynamic and interdisciplinary field
Contributions come from hundreds of authors who represent excellence in their respective fields An affordable volume available in
print or online
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